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Bloomsbury Publishing PLC, United Kingdom, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 236 x 158 mm. Language: English. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Alexander of Aphrodisias, who flourished c. 200AD, was the leading Peripatetic philosopher of his age. Most of his philosophical energies were spent in commenting upon Aristotle: his commentary on the Prior Analytics remains one of the most thorough and helpful guides to this difficult work; in addition, the commentary preserves invaluable information about various aspects of Stoic logic, and it also presents a picture of categorical syllogistic at a turning point in its historical development. This volume contains a translation of the first third of the commentary - the part dealing with non-modal syllogistic. The translation is preceded by a substantial introduction which discusses Alexander's place in the commentatorial tradition and his use of logical terminology. The book is completed by a translation of the pertinent part of the Prior Analytics, a summary account of categorical syllogistic, and a set of indexes.
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally interesting throgh looking at period of time. Its been designed in an remarkably simple way and it is only after i finished reading this publication by which in fact altered me, modify the way i believe.

-- Ms. Julie Huels

This is actually the finest ebook i have study right up until now. I have got study and so i am confident that i will going to read through once again yet again in the foreseeable future. I am happy to inform you that this is the finest publication i have study inside my personal lifestyle and may be he very best pdf for possibly.

-- Hobart Anderson II